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S2CEB, CAE GROUP’s Audio Video Pro department, presents 
the latest additions to its Audiolan® range, a complete solution 
of cables, cords and data connectors for audio, video and 
audiovisual applications.
Designed specifically to meet the requirements of professional audio & video services, the Audiolan ® range, 
with its latest innovations, meets all the requirements for the implementation of an IP network, on fixed and 
mobile installations. Cables, rigid and flexible, fromCAT5E to Cat7, cords and connectors, are now available.

What’s new in Audiolan®?
The range of flexible cables, used as cords for audio, video and DMX connections, has been expanded with two new 
CAT6 cables, available in AWG 26 and AWG 24. Composed of 4 pairs 100BASE-TX, their general F/UTP shielding is 
covered with a black sheath in extra flexible PVC.

For touring, the range has been supplemented by the latest generation CAT7 cable with S/FTP PUR sheath, dedicated 
to demanding high-speed mobile applications.

Finally, you will also discover the new shielded CAT6A RJ45 plug, with a captive dust cap, which makes for easier 
installation thanks to its tool-free connection system.

A manufacturer’s expertise at your service
Manufacturer of IP cabling solutions for over 25 years, S2CEB offers its expertise to support its customers in their 
technology choices. Available for download from its website (www.cae-groupe.com), the Audiolan® brochure provides 
a technical guide that features key concepts of an IP cabling system: types of conductors, different shielding and their 
construction, sheath materials, transmission rates, as well as a very useful summary of the most commonly used 
protocols.
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About CAE GROUPE

Established in 1987, CAE GROUPE has developed and organised its offering to provide global cabling, connectivity and communication solutions 
that address three main markets: smart building, industry and live broadcasting (audio video).
CAE GROUPE is a subsidiary of TKH Group, a Dutch company listed on the Amsterdam Stock Exchange. Supported by the TKH Group’s 15 plants, 
CAE GROUPE has total mastery of its production facilities, which are organised by speciality: optical fibre, copper cables, leads, connectors. CAE 
GROUP has several agencies and sales offices throughout France, and is developing its presence across
borders with representative offices and a large network of partner distributors.


